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                    Have we got a plan for you?

                    
                    
                        We do. A range of great ones actually. No matter the size of your family, flat or squad, we have a broadband plan to suit, with plenty of data to keep everyone happy.

                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

        

    




    
    
        
            
    
    


        

        
            Our Plans

            
                
                


    




    
    
        125GB

        Great for everyday internet users and smaller households who don't need heaps of data.

        ADSL / VDSL / Fibre

        	125GB broadband
	Dedicated broadband tech support team
	Award-winning local service



        
            
                
                    
                        $
                        
                            85
                            Per Month
                        
                    

                

            

            
                Get Started with 125GB

            

        

    



                
                


    




    
    
        UNLIMITED

        Perfect for data hungry households who want to stream & game as much as they want.

        ADSL / VDSL / Fibre

        	Unlimited broadband
	Dedicated broadband tech support team
	Award-winning local service



        
            
                
                    
                        $
                        
                            95
                            Per Month
                        
                    

                

            

            
                Get Started with UNLIMITED

            

        

    



                
                


 




    
    
        ULTRA UNLIMITED

        The top pick for large homes and big families with loads of devices wanting our fastest speeds.

        Fibre

        	Unlimited broadband
	Our fastest fibre speed averaging at 880/498 (MBNZ Spring 2023)
	Dedicated broadband tech support team
	Award-winning local service



        
            
                
                    
                        $
                        
                            105
                            Per Month
                        
                    

                

            

            
                Get Started with ULTRA UNLIMITED

            

        

    



                
            

        

    

    


    
        
            
                
                
                    Broadband that comes with award-winning service.
At Now we pride ourselves on helping you enjoy more of the internet and less of its frustrations. While our nationwide network delivers everything you'd expect, it's our ability to get closer to your home and its unique needs that sets us apart. Our plans come with unlimited access to our technical support team (don't worry, they speak your language). If it takes more than a phone call, we can come to your place and help get any issues fixed.
We're not trying to be the biggest, but it's clear that we're starting to become the best (awarded Consumer NZ's People's Choice for Internet 2022, and NZ's Best Customer Support in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 - Broadband Compare & TUANZ awards). Don't just take our word for it, see why our customers love Now.



 Read our broadband product offer summaries

                

                
            

        
            
                
                
                    

    

    
        
            



	







Katie, Napier

        The mark of a great business often comes down to how they solve problems and you guys have this totally nailed! After 4 years great service and a recent modem problem your response and support was 2nd to none. Technological issues are a challenge for many and your ability to read and support clients with their individual needs is impressive. THANK YOU.

    


    

    
        
            
        

        Steve, Wellington

        Now look, I have been with them all - I know only too well the long wait to have calls answered, if it is answered at all, the dismissive corporate speak, the difficulty understanding what is being said - or being understood due to language barriers.
So very refreshing to actually feel valued - great customer service, phone is answered promptly, relaxed knowledgeable people. Nothing seems too much trouble and they really do focus on solutions.
Good pricing too.

    




    

    
        
            
        

        Tiffany, Napier

        NOW! The best customer service. Always so friendly on the phone AND in person! Always happy to help and make sure if there is a problem it is sorted ASAP! I always recommend NOW to friends who are wanting the best internet service.

    




                
                
            
        
            
                
                
                    We do phones and great value calling, if you need them.
Need a home phone?
No problem, we do those. You can add smart services (voicemail, caller id and caller divert) to give your home phone an extra bell, or whistle.
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                                    Home phone line
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                                    $10
                                
                                
                            

                        
                    
	
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
                                
                                
                                    Smart service bundle (voicemail, caller id, call divert)
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                    Calling Packs
If you enjoy to chat on the phone without worry of what it's going to cost, then our calling packs could be the ticket for you.

                

                
            

        
            
                
                
                    

Our home calling packs


    These packs offer great value for unlimited calls to landlines in NZ and overseas (2hr call duration per call).
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    *International Top 10 includes: New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom, Ireland, Canada, USA, China, Singapore, South Africa, India.
**Top 20 includes: New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom, Ireland, Canada, USA, China, Singapore, South Africa, India, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Italy, South Korea, Taiwan.




                

                
            

        
            
                
                
                    

Our mobile calling packs


    These packs offer great value for calls from your home phone to NZ mobiles.
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                    Everyday calling rates when you need them.
If you've got a home phone and just want to use it every now and then, take a look at our everyday calling rates.

                

                
            

        
            
                
                
                    

National calling rates
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International calling rates


    We've listed below our rates for the top countries Kiwi like to call. If you're after a country outside of these, then check out our full list of international calling rates.
We offer capped calling rates for calls to Australia, UK, Ireland, Canada, USA (excluding Alaska & Hawaii) landlines for up to 2 hours and pay just $4.00
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                            Sign up
                        

                        
                            Get your home on NOW

                            We'll take the hassle out of moving providers.
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                                Meeting
                        

                        
                            Work Smarter with NOW Business

                            Our local team can show you how.
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